Today we are afraid of simple words like goodness and mercy and kindness. We
don't believe in the good old words because we don't believe in the good old
values anymore. And that's why the world is sick .
Lin Yutang

The adherents of the status quo never had it so bad. There has always been a
confict between those who feel their values are eternal and those who feel they
are relative.
R. Kostelanetz

Under capitalism man exploits man; under socialism the reverse is true.
Polish Proverb

Man's judgements of value follow directly his wishes for happiness - they are
an attempt to support his illusions with arguments.
Sigmund Freud

We live in a vastly complex society which has been able to provide us with a
multitude of material things, and this is good, but people are beginning to
suspect that we have paid a high spiritual price for our plenty.
Euell Gibbons
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American
Revoution
Mark W. Cannon
orne decades ago, King Carol
of Rumania sent fourteen of
the brightest young men in
Rumania to England and
America to study the
economic and political systems of
those two countries.
"The seven who went to England
were very wise," said King Carol,
"and they all have important posts in
Bucharest. But the seven we sent to
America were wiser still-they stayed
in America."
These Rumanians were a tiny part
of the most astounding migration in
human history. Since 1607, 50 million
people from all parts of the globe
have left homes, families, and friends
to seek a better life in the New
World. Why have so many sacrificed
the known and familiar to face the
unknown and risky?
America has been a magnet particularly because the American
Revolution repudiated rigid class
barriers and arbitrary rule-freeing

the individual to advance on the
basis of determinatio n , talent , and
performance. As Benjamin Franklin
said: " It is not who you are, but what
you can do." 1 The concept of
advancement through performance
strikes us as commonplace today, but
in 1783 it was as revolutionary as the
victory of Washington's army. just as
at Yorktown, where the British military
band played "The World Turned
Upside Down," the American ideal of
meritocracy turned European notions
of class and royalty inside out.
Until the American Revolution,
human history was a virtual parade
of tyranny. Unlike other revolutions,
which often run amok, America's
was constructively harnessed
through its pioneering written
Constitution-an historic
breakthrough that created a
government which could act with
energy but whose power was
dispersed and checked to prevent it
from subj ugating the citizenry.
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Until the American
Revolution , human
history was a
virtual parade of
tyranny.

This freedom from restraint and
orthodoxy released a cascade of
creative contributions in the arts; in
science, invention, and technology;
in speech, press, and religion; and in
enterprise and methods of helping
one another.
My message is that all Americans
must rediscover the values that
spawned the greatest political ,
economic, and social success
in history.
During America's first century, the
electric light bulb, the telephone, and
the electrfc motor were invented.
These innovations transformed
people's lives. In the twentieth
century, we have progressed from
the Wright brothers' simple airplane
with fabric-covered wings to the
space shuttle Columbia. Americans
have invented plastic and nylon,
television and computers, transistors
and lasers. America has given birth to
the Broadway musical, jazz, and
unusually creative dance and ballet.
Here in Utah, doctors deeply
concerned for human life have even
produced an artificial heart and have
already implanted artificial ears and
eyes. Furthermore, under the
leadership of Dr. John Dixon, the
University of Utah has established
one of the most advanced and
comprehensive laser surgery
departments in the world, one that
has already pioneered 14 new
surgical procedures-each the first of
its kind.
Yet, despite significant achievements
in science, industry, and the arts,
some patterns of recent decades have
put the American enterprise at risk.
For example, the 1970 book The
Greening of America, by Yale
professor Charles Reich, argued that
the economy would take care of
itself and that people could now do
their own thing. The impact of such
a book is indicated by sales of some
three million copies. In that era of
complacency, I delivered
commencement addresses in 1979
and 1980 warning that:
D we were preoccupied with instant
gratification and escapism instead of
planning, problem-solving, and
sacrificing for greater long-term gain;

D our rate of productivity growth
ranked among the lowest of Western
countries;
D we seemed unable to compete
with two countries we had defeated
in war, Japan and Germany (in fact,
Japan had risen from one-sixth of
our per capita income to nearly ours
just since 1950);
D inflation was rampant;
D corporate earnings, savings, and
other investment funds were
dangerously low;
D the American Revolution had
embraced freedom and rejected
statism, but we had come to allow
voracious growth in the public sector
and its controls (for example, the
pages of new federal regulations
increased by 50 percent in just
two years);
D virtually all of society's problems
were breaking out into costly legal
contention; and
D in many influential intellectual
centers, anyone suggesting religion,
family, and patriotism as possible
remedies for our national ills ran the
risk of ridicule-or at least risked
being told that it is impossible to
restore traditions from a "dead" past .
But, as Thomas Jefferson hoped,
America's strength lies in its peoplepeople who were sending messages
different from those of many elitists.
For example, Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance surveyed American values
and found a pervasive concern about
religion . They were so surprised that
they double-checked the methodology
and fieldwork and confirmed the
results. A more recent poll of 14
Western countries and Japan in 1982
found that 95 percent of Americans
believe in God and that 48 percent
believe God is supremely important
in their lives, the highest figures
among the countries polled.
Grassroots commitment to traditional values and rediscovery of their
vitality started a new revolution in
our public and private leadership.
Changes that seemed almost impossible
five years ago have begun to take
place. This year, for the first time in the
12 years the poll has been taken ,
more Americans-now 10 percent more
- feel the country is on the right
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The freedom from
restraint and
orthodoxy released
a cascade of
creative
contributions.

not the best approaches for creative
discovery. Since 1946, Japan has
produced only four Nobel laureates
in physics, chemistry, and physiology
or medicine. The United S,tates has
produced thirty times as many.
Nevertheless, the Japanese team
approach may well be suited to some
complex research.
We can also expect increasing
competition from other Asian
countries. Last year, for example,
Taiwan replaced Great Britain as the
fourth largest exporter to the United
States. South Korea is increasingly
attracting investors by offering
industrious, disciplined workers for a
dollar an hour.
The most mind-boggling source of
potential competition from the
Pacific Rim is China. Economically,
China has been a sleeping giant of
over a billion people with a percapita income in the $250 to $450
range-apparently near the same
level as at the end of World War II.
By contrast, Taiwan, allowing
substantially more freedom and
choosing the capitalist route, has
increased its per-capita income from
an estimated $250 to over $2500 .
China has moved away from the
Cultural Revolution's massive
intimidation of the intelligentsia by
Red Guard youth gangs, banishment
to remote communes, imprisonment,
and murder to a system that permits
greater freedom of thought and
enterprise. When I toured China with
Chief Justice Warren Burger three
years ago, we met with Deng Xiaoping,
who told of his goal to raise percapita income to $800 by the end of
the decade. We should bear in mind
that this can be achieved only
through extensive industrialization
and exports.
We could resort to protectionist
policies against the vigorous
competition from Pacific Basin
countries, but only at a tremendous
cost. Foreign competition will supply
us all with inexpensive goods and
will restrain our inflation. By the
same token, international competition
should be fair. Foreign countries'
dumping and trade barriers must be
strongly resisted. Competition will

track instead of the wrong track.
Despite these new beginnings,
America faces enormous challenges.
To use a slang expression, "Baby, you
ain't seen no thin' yet!"
Let us consider just one dangerthe ever-increasing competition from
the Pacific Basin.Japan has succumbed
to some of the indulgence of the
West-growing consumption,
hedonism, individualistic resistance
to the corporate team approach, and
fewer three-generation family households. The Japanese even believe
they have little else to learn from the
West . A recent Washington Post
feature announced, "Now the
Japanese Are Acting as if They're No.
1." Japan continues to invest significantly, but this has declined in the
last decade from 36 percent of its
gross national product to 28 percent.
This decline has taken place even
though much of their equipment is
growing older and needs replacement.
The Japanese are now building to
pioneer in basic research, on which
they spend $25 billion a year-four
times as much as a decade ago. They
are beginning to exceed the American
percentage of GNP devoted to basic
research. The Japanese Parliament
has voted to create 19 new research
and industrial centers at a cost of
nearly $50 billion 2 One project
under way is a fifth-generation
computer that would replace the
one-calculation-at-a-time approach with
simultaneous processing of several
streams of information. Such a
computer would think through strategies and respond to spoken
commands, even in a foreign
language, in a manner similar to the
human mind. Whoever seizes the
lead in this area may well dominate
the computer industry and possibly
the world economy by the 1990s.
Despite these prospects, Japan has
its own problems in becoming a
leader in basic research. As Steve
Lohr points out in a New York Times
Magazine article, the Japanese
educational system does not emphasize
abstract thought and graduate
education, but relies instead on
memorization, practical job training,
and deference to authority. These are
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All Americans must
rediscover the
values that
spawned the
greatest political,
economic, and
social success in
history.

force us to innovate and excel. The
American auto industry might never
have made such drastic improvements
in cost and quality controls and
productivity without the hotfoot of
foreign competition. We must hope
that the statement of one laid-off
auto worker is a relic of the past . He
said: "I guess I got laid off because I
make poor-quality cars. But in sixteen
years, not once was I ever asked for a
suggestion as to how to do my job
better. Not once."3
Competition will put unparalleled
pressure on American business to
increase research , often in conjunction with universities. The effect
will be to design better products;
expand investment in more efficient
equipment; reward workers ' ideas,
teamwork , and careful effort; make
management more farsighted and
innovative; and stimulate worker and
executive retraining to avoid
obsolescence.
Organizations that do not respond
to these imperatives are buying space
on the ash heap of history.
A few recent developments suggest
directions in which we must accelerate.
Since 1982 , the United States has
created six million jobs, while
employment in Europe has actually
fallen . These new opportunities
came principally from the efforts of
small businesses and entrepreneurs.4
America's unprecedented freedom ,
strong work ethic, and restored pride
contributed to a surprising poll
result. In 1982 , 84 percent of
Americans claimed pride in their
Some patterns of work, compared with only 37
percent for Japan and 15 percent for
recentdecadeshave West Germany.
Last year, investors committed $4.1
puttheAmerican billion to private venture capital
groups in the United States-more than
enterprise at risk. two and a halftimes the 1982 amount.s
Having landed the only men on the
moon, American scientists are
working to produce drugs in space to
help diabetics, cancer victims, and
others. Here on earth, Genetech Corporation leads the race to produce a
blood-clot dissolver that can stop a
heart attack in minutes.6
Weirton Steel recently embarked on
an innovative program that allows

employees to buy the mills in which
they work and thereby save their
jobs. While many large steelmakers
are declining, Weirton recently
reported its first quarter of profits
since 1981.
Mugged by foreign competition, GM
is spending about $10 billion a year
on research and development to put
new technologies to use. They hope
their recent acquisition of Ross
Perot's Electronic Data Systems will
help them become a major force in
welding the manufacturing process
to the information technology of the
twenty-first century.
Our extraordinary farmers-only 3
percent of the population-feed
America and many people abroad. This
agricultural miracle is being strengthened by cloning. Weyerhaeuser, a
longtime pioneer in reforestation, is
now cloning tpousands of seedlings
from the most productive trees.
Genetic researchers foresee grain
crops that are resistant to cold
weather and drought, eggs triple
their present size, and crops able to
fix nitrogen from the air, thereby
dispensing with fertilizers. The
director of embryo research at
Carnation Genetics even suggests
that "cows as big as elephants could
be here in 15 to 20 years." 7
In Raleigh , North Carolina, IBM
has an assembly operation as large as
a football field that requires only
three people to operate due to
effective robotics.
Less than a decade ago, Steven Jobs
developed a computer in a Silicon
Valley garage. His efforts led to the
creation of Apple Computers, a firm
now high on the "Fortune 500" list
of giant corporations.
The advantages of technological
innovation often flow directly to
individuals. The personal computers
that consumers can buy off the shelves
today are more powerful than the
one that controlled the first manned
space flight .
In an undergraduate economics
paper at Yale, Fred Smith spelled out
his innovative idea for an overnight
air-freight service. The professor
branded the paper mediocre and gave
Smith a grade of "C." Fred Smith is
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But, as Thomas

Jefferson hoped,
America's strength
lies in its people.

Organizations that
do not respond are
buying space on
the ash heap of
history.

now chairman of Federal Express, the
leader in overnight delivery services.
Clayton Christensen, an alumnus of
this institution and a Rhodes Scholar,
heads a Boston corporation that draws
upon new developments to utilize
ceramic materials in industrial
applications including automobile
engines, which could improve their
efficiency by 50 percent.
Within five months, a major
American computer manufacturer will
have more industrial robots than the
entire country of Japan.
Ross Perot was not content to build
a computer software empire. Among
his vigorous pursuits, he championed
the enactment, in Texas, of one of
America's most effective new laws
targeted against major drug smugglers
and distributors.
Faced with a questionable and
unsatisfactory primary election in
1982 , many citizens urged Ron
Packard, former president of the
Council of Mayors of San Diego
County, California, to run for
Congress as a write-in candidate.
Although the task appeared impossible, Packard and his volunteer
supporters persuaded 66,000 voters
to write in his name, handily
defeating the two party candidates.
All of these innovations were
accomplished by individuals. Each of
you can also make a difference-not
only in business, but also in public
administration, communications,
politics, and community service.
If you are to fuel our new
American Revolution , what specific
qualities should you cultivate?
0 Thirst to learn. Observe and read
about technology, organizational
behavior, religion, politics, history,
and literature. The future demands
intellectual curiosity.
0 Crystallize your ideas and learn
to express them through vigorous,
clear writing.
0 Plan for the future. Effective free
agency starts with goals and plans to
accomplish them. Many people are like
corks tossed by waves and currents,
so you will enjoy an enormous advantage if you set your own course.
0 Pursue excellence. Your efforts
will set you apart.

0 Seek creative accomplishments.
Examine problems from many perspectives to obtain effective
solutions. Experiment. Think
independently, and avoid sheepish
adoption of intellectual fashions.
Relish new approaches.
0 Cultivate the skills necessary for
organizational success: integrity,
trust , enthusiasm , courtesy, and
commitment. If you demonstrate these
characteristics, and encourage others
to do so, you will find allies. Leaders
will support your upward movement
because these characteristics are
essential to collective accomplishment.
0 Put your efforts into the larger
perspective of your ideals and goals.
Your work and its material rewards
are only means to accomplish things
of greater value. If you aspire to be a
high achiever, make trade-offs
carefully and, if at all possible, in
unity with your family.
With the onslaught of foreign competition, America must now, more
than ever since its founding , embrace
the ideals of the American
Revolution and the Constitution.
These include an effective but
limited government; a search for
excellence in science, technology,
and education; voluntary cooperation
and help to those in need; freedom ,
resourcefulness, and enterprise; and
civic virtue, morality, and
commitment to spiritual values.
It lies within the power of Americans
to continue to revive the American
ideal. May each of you live by these
values and thereby contribute to the
new American Revolution. ::
Notes
1 Quoted in William F. Buckl ey, Jr., " Triumph o f the
Republican Ideal' " Goodlife (Oc tober 1983), p. 19.

Steve Lohr, " The j apanese Challenge: Ca n They
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Harper and Row, I982) , p. 252.
4 Alfred Zanker, " Why Europe Lags in Creating Mo re
j obs,'' U.S. News and \flo rid Rep ort Quly 9, 1984),
p. 75.

' Gail Gregg, " Inves ting in Entrepreneurs,'' Venture
Qune 1984), p. 47.
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Jim Mintz , " Biology Spurs a Long List o f Medical
Firsts,'' Venture (February 1984), p. 45.
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William M. Timmins

ioethics is a new term relating
to the ethical and moral
questions surrounding lifeand-death decisions in health careperhaps the most difficult decisions a
professional person will ever be
called upon to make.
Recall, for instance, the long court
battle in the mid-70s over whether to
disconnect young coma victim Karen
Ann Quinlan from her life-support
systems. She was weaned from her
respirator years ago and, as of last
year, still lived in a New jersey
nursing home. Her weight stabilized
at some 70 pounds; she was being
fed through a tube in one of her
nostrils.1
Or the court decision in the case
of Roman Catholic Brother joseph
Charles Fox that "a guardian of a
terminally ill, comatose patient has
the right to terminate extraordinary
measures that keep the patient alive,
but only within the bounds of
strictly defined procedures." 2
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Or the conclusion ofthe President's
Commission for the Study of Ethical
Problems in Medicine and Biomedical
and Behavioral Research, which
recommended in 1981 that all 50
states adopt its proposed "Uniform
Determination of Death Act," defining
death as the "irreversible cessation of
all functions of the entire brain,
including the brain stem."3
Or the contradictory Canadian
Dawson and Taschuk Cases in 1983
in which the Supreme Court of
British Columbia refused the
Dawsons' request that their severely
retarded son not be given a lifesaving
operation, while another Canadian
hospital apparently ended the
severely brain-damaged Thschuk girl's
life with an extemely high dose of
morphine.4
Or, lastly (though this in no way
exhausts the recent panoply of
bioethical decisions and dilemmas),
the recent case of Mrs. Elizabeth
Bouvia, a lifelong victim of cerebral
palsy, who lost her court battle in
late 1983 to be allowed to starve
herself to death, and thus was being
force-fed by the hospital.s

Such cases and ethical/moral
conflicts are extremely difficult to
resolve and thus produce painful
dilemmas for medical professionals,
hospitals, patients, and families.

Has Technology Invalidated the
Hippocratic Oath?
The Hippocratic Oath (in which a
doctor pledges to "do everything to
help the patient to the best of his
ability and judgment and do no
harm") and present medical ethics
offer too few guidelines in today's
high-tech, complex, and troubling
world of medical practice. Dr. Robert
M. Veatch, medical ethics professor
at Georgetown University, proposed
the following ideas in moving
"toward a new code of medical
ethics": 6
0 Patients should recognize that
each doctor has personal beliefs on
basic issues and should find out what
these are before emergencies arise.
For example, if a patient is hopelessly
ill, how much treatment is wanted?
Does the patient desire to be told
about a fatal illness? Likewise,

women patients should discuss
the doctor's view on abortion,
specifically asking, "What would
happen if I gave birth to a severely
deformed infant? "
0 As much as possible, patients
should write out what they would
want done in specific situations. For
yourself, condsider a "Living Will."
(Examples are available from "Concern
for Dying," 250 W. 57th Street,
New York, NY 10107.)
0 Doctors should promise to keep
in confidence all told to them by
patients unless breaking confidence
is required by law or becomes
necessary to protect another individual from harm.
0 Doctors should give patients
complete information concerning
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis-including alternatives-and
should allow patients to participate
in decisions about their own
health care.
With these thoughts as a background, let us now look more deeply
into the issues and dilemmas, as well
as some recommendations, in the
area of bioethics.

The Dllemma of the Dying
Death in America has always been
treated differently than in most other
cultures. For instance, we often
abandon the dying- leaving them
isolated and alone, albeit in hospitals
or nursing homes. We sometimes
forget that health-care personnel are
not any different around dying
people than the rest of us (nurses
who treat dying people often feel
helpless, stressful, depressed, and
uncomfortable). We typically shelter
our children from death (old people
and the sick are placed in hospitals,
nursing homes, etc.) Children rarely
get to see death firsthand. In most
cases, in fact, professionals care for
our dying, with little or no services
provided by family members. This is
distinct from many other cultures.
There are several logical policies
that typically guide us in life-anddeath decisions:
0 The patient is or should be the
primary decision maker in treatment
while dying. Unfortunately, the patient
is often ill-equipped to make such
decisions at such a time. Thus, the

dilemma becomes how to judge what
is really "best" for a dying person.
0 Often there are legal or emotional
barriers between support people and
the dying person. A key question for
the professional is how to deal
properly with these barriers under
circumstances, as already suggested,
where we are usually "afraid" of
death in American society.
0 If the patient is unable to decide
on bioethical measures, the decision
falls on those best-equipped to
protect the patient's interest (spouse,
parent, children, or quardian).
0 Sometimes the community must
act if the family doesn't or won't act
in the best interest of the dying or
ill person.

Death and Inclividual Attitudes
We need to develop adult attitudes
toward death-that is, acknowledge
that we, too, can be afraid or
uncomfortable around the dying.
Don't hide from it. We shouldn't be
like children in hiding from death,
pretending that death is not a reality.
Health-care professionals should
avoid insensitive treatment of dying
9

a partner in health-care and is
much more independent now than
ever before.
So we live in an age of change,
megatrends, and high technology.
But our emotions and feelings are
age-old. ~ can extend life, but we
cannot eliminate death. We can
prevent and cure many diseases and
correct many ills, but some of life's
most debilitating illnesses are still
beyond our reach.
Further, confronted with limited
resources, we must make hard
choices. But we arc a moral and
ehical society. It is not right to leave
health-care professionals, patients,
and families alone to make these
ultimate decisions, especially under
the complex circumstances and
trauma that sometimes exist.
Several hdpful recommendations
are offered in this article. One
specific proposal suggests, I feel, the
best hope-biOethlcal committees in
hospitals and health-care facilities.
Hosplt;Jl Bloedllcal Committees
A ~bioetbics comniittee is a
committ:eetf.hat seeks to raise ethical

committees should ;UN:~;"
is the question
patient. For
failure code"
immediate

Since there are so many codes for
nurses, trustees, physicians, etc., a
hosphal bioethical committee may
want to write its own code. Many
professionals urge that hospitals
tidlate such codes and policies into
loCal languages. For instance, one
system found the word "love" to
have at least seven meanings in
c:;:b.inese, and that hospital had many
Cfdnese staff members and patients.
~often we assume everyone has
the same values, culture, belief
&'jqjlfelll; etc., so emphasis on precision
in;dcftn:ltic•n and translation is vital.
,. $t~Pk:al"model" for the composlllllllllr~fi a hospital bioethics
ClQ.l[liiJdl1t::e suggests two configurations:
Jl;'~JIIiilr: ~~ommi1ttee and a "small"
qqiiQI._:e, depending on needs and
~~m~K>s:itio1n or membership

Supportive services (security, dietary,
etc.) representative
1iustee
Small Model
Administrator
Physician
Nurse
Social worker
Clergyman/woman
1iustee
Such committees are also called
medical morals committees or
medical ethics committees.
As with most committees, the
bioethics bodies must address
organizational questions sucb as
chairpersons, minutes, ag.enda,
meeting times and places, frequency
of meetings, and so forth. But the
key is to meet before difficult
choices must be made and to get a
"feel" for the discussion process and
the complexity of the ethical/moral
questions and issues. Then, when
trauma demands a decision, the
committee is in a position to offer
help, as already suggested.
This article began with a litany of
some recent, complex, life-and-death

cases. In sum, I recommend a
hospital bioethics committee as the
one specific mechanism that can
offer some assistance in this
turbulent, troubling area of ultimate
moral decision making.
Notes
'A Typical news story on Quinlan is Karen Ann
Quinlan ..., (New York Times, March 29, 1979,

p. Ct4).
2Ending Life-Sustaining Aid Is Upbeld by Appeals
Court (New York Times, March 28, 1980, p. 81).
su.s. Panel Proposes Uniform Law Saying Life Ends
at Brains Deatb (New York Times, July 10, 1981,

pp. I, 014).

•Life, Deatb, and tbe Law, (Maclean's, 96, July 18,
1983, p.4t. See also, Doctors Dtlemma: 'II'eat or Let
Dte?, (U.S. News and '\lUrid Report, 93, December 6,
1982, pp.53-56), Wby Doctors ' 10 Wbrst Dtllemmas
Are H>urs, 7bo (Good Housekeeping, 195 July, 1982,
pp.191-193;Do Not Go Gentle into Tbat Good Nigbt,
(Time, 120 December 20, 1982, p. 88);Life and Deatb
and tbe Law (Newsweek 101, March 21, 1983,
p. 52);Wben to Preserve Life? ('llfurld Press Review
30, June 1983, p. 56);George F. Will, Protection of
Babies, 7bo, Is CMI Rigbts Responsibility (nallonal
columnist In Deseret News, November 16, 1983, p. 4A);

Burn Victim Lends Support to Rigbt-to-Dte Tbeory
(The Arizona Republic, July 27, 1983, p. 1!6).
•See,The Most Painful Question (Newsweek, Cll,
January 16, 1984, p. 72).

6op cit., (Good Housekeeping 195, July, 1982, p. 192).
7 Some

hospitals now utilize resident "ethical
philosophers" to help raise and answer these ultimate
questions.
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Recipient of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Professorship

TT
hen Fred Skousen left Provo
to begin his freshman year at Michigan
State University, he journied with his
father, who was beginning his Ph.D.
program at the same time. Over the
years, Fred had watched the career of
his father, Karl, progress from being a
businessman to CPA to graduate
student to faculty member in BYU 's
accounting department (and, later,
chairman of the department). Like
many sons, he decided to do things a
little differently.
Fred's career plan was to earn his
degree and immediately go to work
for a CPA firm. But he also knew he
wanted a Ph.D. (although he had no
12

real plans to teach), and he didn't
want to pay the same high price for
his that his father, returning to
school after 25 years, had paid.
"I wanted to be a partner in an
accounting firm," Fred explains, "but
when I got my degree and had
opportunities to go either way, I
decided it would be easier to go
from academe to practice than it
would be to go from practice to
academe, so I accepted my first
teaching job (at the University of
Minnesota), and have just loved
education."
That love of education engendered
a dedication that has resulted in

numerous professional opportunities
and honors for Skousen, the most
recent being named as the first Peat
Marwick Professor of Accounting at
BYU. In between he has been a
visiting professor at both the
University of Missouri and University
of California, Berkeley, founding
director of BYU's Institute of
Professional Accountancy (now the
School of Accountancy), first
president of the Federation of
Schools of Accountancy, among
other noteworthy accomplishments.
In short , Fred Skousen may simply
be the best accounting professor in
the country.

From Ivory Tower
to Corporate Suite
The Peat Marwick Professorship is
particularly significant because it
makes a strong statement about the
need to integrate the ivory towers of
academe with the high rises of the
business world-and about Fred's
role in bridging what some in the
business world see as a huge gulf.
Frank McCord, a partner in the
Seattle office of Peat Marwick and a
member of the BYU School of
Management's National Advisory
Council, has been instrumental in
building a bridge. McCord feels a
strong need to strengthen the lines
of communication between
universities and the business world
so that students will not enter the
work fo rce with marginal or inferior
skills. To aid BYU in providing the
kind of quality education that will
help to bridge the gap, McCordwho became a friend of BYU 's after
joining the LDS Church many years
ago-joined forces with John Fowler
and LaVoy Robinson , also partners in
Peat Marwick, to motivate the firmand its members-to establish an
endowment for BYU.
As McCord explains, " If you have a
medical school, you will also have a
hospital so that students can spend
half their time in class and half in a
teaching hospital. That keeps the
education relevant. You study the
subject in the classroom and practice
it in the hospital, and the same
people who teach in the classroom
practice in the hospital. What you
find in education, though, is that the
vast majority of educators never have
had any practice. How do you teach
medicine if you've never had a
patient or never been in a hospital? "
McCord also points out that
"When things were changing very
slowly in accounting, education was
fairly current . But as the tempo picks
up (and keep in mind that we don't
have a hospital here-we have
educators who really aren't that close
to the business world), huge gaps
develop, and the students risk

learning things that are 1obsolete."
Because he is eager to be part of
the solution rather than the problem,
Fred Skousen works hard at staying
abreast of changes in the profession
and at sharing his insights with his
students.

"And while I know what needs to
be done, I still get into the classroom
and s~y, 'Do you know how to do
problem seven? ' But I do try to give
students the whys as well as the
hows. We need a better balance
between the two."

The Changing Role of
Accountancy

The Peat Marwick Endowment

As Fred explains, "The accounting
profession has grown up through the
traditional English system of long
apprenticeships which virtually
dictated the way one would practice.
The services accountants provided
were financial only and dealt basically
with numbers. There was very little
of the human element in that-hence
the public image of the somewhat
eccentric accountant sitting on the
high stool, with the green eyeshade
and garters, counting beans."
"We are finding in accounting
today that if you are going to get
professional growth, you are going to
get it by providing additional
services to your clients. And those
services require more decisionmaking capabilities. Today's
accountant assists the client in
whatever decision has to be madewhether it is what kind of computer
system to install or whether they
have the right manpower in the
office or whether they have the right
system for manufacturing. So
accountants have gone far beyond
being 'bean counters.' They are now
seen much more as business advisers,
not only technical experts on
financial statements and taxes."
As far as the teaching of
accounting is concerned, Fred is
convinced that "we are still too
intent on teaching content, on
making sure the students go out
being the most technically
competent that they can be.
Sometimes we concentrate too much
on whether students know page 126,
paragraph 3, of the FASB [Financial
Accounting Standards Board]
pronouncement rather than that they
learn how to solve problems via tax
research or accounting research."

Peat Marwick is also determined to
be part of the solution. Individuals
within the firm, who have their
contributions matched by the Peat
Marwick Foundation, have
established professorships at eleven
of the leading schools of accounting
in the United States.
"As a matter of policy," McCord
explains, "Peat Marwick has long
maintained certain goals and
obligations. The firm believes in
being a good corporate citizen. How
do you do that? One way is to
encourage and support education."
That support, which in this case
comes from one of the Big Eight
accounting firms , is essential to
maintaining quality education,
particularly as it permits top
educators to earn substantial
monetary incentives while staying in
education. As Dr. Paul Thompson,
dean of the BYU School of
Management, points, out, "While our
faculty recognize that they have
made a certain sacrifice to be here, it
is not a trivial issue to have an
additional amount of money to
provide exceptional faculty members
with an annual salary supplement. It
says to them, 'This professorship will
provide a little extra income for you,
and that means you don't have to
worry quite so much about doing
consulting or writing a textbookyou can count on this extra income,
and we would encourage you to
devote your time to research and
course development .' "
Such professorships are quite
common at other universities, but
the Peat Marwick professorship is the
first of its kind at BYU. And it is such
a one that is always the most difficult
to establish, as Frank McCord points
out : "We talked about this thing for
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quite a while, and finally we just had
to do it .... We decided it was time."
The details o f the p rofessorship
call fo r Peat Marwick to raise and
do nate to the College of Business
$150,000 over a three-year perio d .
The interest earned will provide the
supplement fo r the professor- and
will also p rovide for secretarial
suppo rt, research assistants, and
ex tra travel. And while the p rofessor
does no t earn vast sums o f mo ney
(Fred is quick to po int out that he
d oes no t receive the entire $150,000,
as some had assumed when the
announcement o f the professorship
was made), it certainly helps to
suppo rt educatio n .
"Two o ptions face to p pro fessors
at BYU (and at other universities),"
Fred points o ut. "When corpo ratio ns
approach you , and when it 's
attractive eno ugh , you will leave. O r
you w ill say ' o, I am committed to
the educatio n of ano ther generatio n
of people, but I am also not willing
to live on my salary alone.' So you
begin to do some o ther things. Yo u
do some writing; you do some
co nsulting. What the funded
p rofessorship (like the Peat Marwick
endowment) allows you to do is
invest mo re o f your time into your
research and teaching and no t have
to fuss with o utside things that might
be financially attractive."
Given the fact that the supply of
accounting professors is completely
o ut o f kilter with the demand , as Dr.
Fred Streuling, directo r of the School
o f Accountancy, po ints out, keeping
peo ple in education is imperative.
And given the need fo r pro fessors to
keep current in their fields, it is
essential that they no t have too many
distractio ns.
It is also essential that those
p roviding the education fo r those
who w ill be do ing the practicing stay
as close to the p rofession as possible,
w hich is w hy the School o f
Accountancy was established .
As Streuling explains, "We try to
take the shock out of the transitio n ,
which is why we have developed this
p rofessio nal school co ncept. We try
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to be as close to the p rofessio n that
we serve as we possibly can . We have
a board o f advisors with w ho m we
meet t~i ce each year, and we try to
get input from them o n what is
needed to help students make a
smooth transition ."
This change fro m a run-of-the-mill
accounting department to a
p rofessio nal school is what has
moved BYU's School of Acco untancy
into the elite group of the to p-10
accounting programs in the U.S.
Given the fact that the school was
o nly established in 1976-a mere
eight years ago-it is rather
remarkable that BYU is currently
ranked sixth by the chairmen o f
accounting departments thro ugho ut
the country.
And , in w hat is perhaps a bit o f an
understatement, Streuling no tes that
"Fred Skousen was very instrumental
in achieving that fo r the school."
While those involved in selecting
the Peat Marwick Professor are quick
to po int o ut that several wellqualified p rofessors were serio usly
considered fo r the award , Dr. Kevin
Stocks, o ne o f Fred 's fo rmer students
and now an assistant pro fessor of
accounting at BYU, states quite simply,
"I think everyone would have been
surprised if it had been anyone else.
He was the one w ho really focused
the directio n o f the school, and he
was the natural cho ice."
To talk with Fred , tho ugh , one
would likely get little inkling o f his
role in the develo pment o f the
school or o f his p rofessional
accomplishments. He speaks in terms
o f "we," and w hen he does speak o f
himself, his concern is with what he
can do fo r the students in the
p rogram and fo r the accounting
profession in general.
Even his concern with seeing
p rofessorships established at BYU is
the result of his wanting to see the
fac ulty benefit as a w hole. "Yo u see
this same thing in engineering," he
explains, "where industries give large
grants because engineers could make
so much mo re ·in industry. Yo u see it
in public educatio n where math

teachers, fo r example, just can't
afford to teach mathematics. This is
no t a unique p roblem , but this is one
way the accounting p rofessio n is
trying to deal with it."
Of course, the pro fessorship has its
bene fits, no t the least o f which is
giving the p rofessor more time to do
w hat he sho uld be do ing, which is to
teach. But Fred plans to continue
do ing some consulting because, as
he explains, "The consulting that
accounting and business professors
do-if it's kept in line-helps them
keep pace w ith what is happening
o ut there. If I can go into a company
and wo rk with the people there o n a
particular to pic, then I can bring
what I learn back into the classroom.
That's the kind o f laborato ry
experience that a p rofessor needs to
have."
He does plan to cut back some,
however, so that he can have time fo r
some of his o ther priorities. "I am
going to try to spend a little mo re
time with the family, so, yes, there is
a personal benefit as well." With six
children, the o ldest o f who m just
entered BYU, extra time can be put
to good use.
Part of the key to Fred 's ability tc
juggle as many respo nsibilities as he
d oes-and to do it so well-can be
fo und in the ad vice he gave to Stocks
years ago. "One o f the things I
remember Fred telling me," Stocks
recalls, "is to never go anywhere
w itho ut something to d o. And that 's
the first thing you no tice abo ut
Fred- he is never d o ing no thing. He
always has something with him that
needs to be do ne. He is very, very
energetic, and that's the number one
thing about him that people no tice."
When Fred accepted his first
teaching position , he figured he
would stay in educatio n fo r "maybe
fi ve years." Fo rtunately fo r the
School of Accountancy and fo r the
many students he has influenced, the
challenges and opportunities have
been such that he "really hasn't
actively sought o ther (full-time)
o ppo rtunities."
Hopefull y, that won't change. ::
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ritics of management in American
organizations
conclude that
many companies
are no longer
competitive with
foreign firmsthat U.S. corporations have lost
much of their
vitality.
In analyzing this
situation, some
have charged that management schools
are part of the problem . Schools of
business are more frequently being
criticized in the media, and the titles
of some articles illustrate this point:
"The Shame of Professional Schools,"
"The Money Chase: Business School
Solutions May Be Part of the Problem,"
and ''Are MBAs More Than Quantitative Robots? " A recent best-selling
book further implies a gap between
college and the real world with its
title, What They Don't Teach You at

Harvard Business School.
These authors and other critics
assert that most management schools
fall short of providing the academic
right stuff because they0 Place too much emphasis on
quantitative analysis and not enough
on qualitative factors that arise
in organizations.
0 Use course examples and cases
that are generally oriented toward
bureaucratic management in established organizations rather than
entrepreneurial activities or startup companies.
0 Focus too much on " tools," concepts, and models at the expense of
qualitative thinking, complex tradeoffs,
creativity, and political realities.
0 Prepare graduates who are risk
averse; that is, they are unable and/or
unwilling to make the "chancy" decisions enterprises need for survival in
rapidly changing environments.
At a highly rated business school, a
meeting was arranged between a few
key faculty and a group of executives
who had hired graduates from the
school's MBA program. One executive
criticized the program because its
graduates were too theoretical-too
prone to think in abstract, hypo20

thetical terms. He said: "Your
graduates are so theoretical that they
don't know how to solve concrete
problems. They are so ingrained with
that attitude, it takes them five years
working for us before they get that
out of their systems." One of the
senior professors responded: "We
know that , and our faculty members
are working very hard to lengthen
that time to ten years ." At least in that
setting there was little agreement on
what to do about the problem.
The purpose of highlighting this
inadequate dialogue between faculty
and managers is not to criticize
management schools, but to point to
an opportunity for the Brigham Young
University School of Management.

Another Approach to
Management Education
At BYU, we believe we're taking a
different approach to the current
problems of management education.
We're focusing on attaining a better
understanding of current management
problems. At the heart of this
approach lie our efforts to strengthen
and expand a partnership between
faculty and members of the management community-between school
and the " real world."
On one end of the partnership we
have the faculty and students of the
Brigham Young University School of
Management. The faculty members
are grouped in six different programs
and represent over 100 different
interest areas within the field of
management. They have received
excellent educations, with degrees
from such schools as Stanford,
Harvard, and Carnegie Mellon.
The students come from all fifty
states and more than 2 5 countries.
Approximately 950 undergraduates
and 300 graduate students complete
their studies each year. With degree
in hand , these graduates go to work
throughout the U.S. (and, occasionally,
to other countries) in many diverse
industries. Current studies show that
one-third stay in the Rocky Mountain
area, another third go to the West
Coast, and the final third is spread
throughout the rest of the country.
The second element of the partnership is more difficult to describe

or count. For the purposes of this
article, we'll refer to this group as the
friends and alumni of the Brigham
Young University School of Management. This group includes, but is not
limited to, School of Management
alumni (now numbering over 18,000) ,
other BYU alumni , and other members
of the 21 BYU Management Society
Chapters located throughout the
country. A broad base of nonalumni
support makes up a significant part
of this group. Indeed, this support
group includes anyone willing to
work in a partnership with the BYU
School of Management.
But why call this a partnership? As
any of our students could tell us, a
partnership is an association of two
or more individuals or groups in
which each party contributes goods
or services for the mutual benefit of
the joint enterprise. Other definitions
include a relationship maintained for
the purpose of achieving mutually

desired goals.
To explain the kind of partnership
we're attempting to create, I'll give
some examples of specific partnerships already existing.
Alan Wilkins, of our Department
of Organizational Behavior, has been
working for several years with Dave
Evans, president of the Evans &
Sutherland Company, designers and
manufacturers of state-of-the-art
computers. Alan provides his knowledge of organizational culture, in
which he is a nationally recognized
expert, and arranges for the services
of several graduate students. Dave
has arranged for Alan and his students
to interview individuals within the
company; Alan says that Dave is also
extremely helpful in providing contacts
in other companies, arranging
funding , and advising on theories
and strategies.
The benefits from this relationship
to both sides are numerous. Evans &

Sutherland used the cultural data
generated by the students as important
considerations in recent strategic
decisions and for the restructuring of
a division. The students gained experience and were asked to make
presentations in several of the divisions. Alan says that he's published
two articles directly drawn from his
work at Evans & Southerland and that
Dave has been "immeasurably
helpful." The partnership is continuing
this year, as Alan and other faculty
begin working on an innovative study
for which Dave helped obtain
significant funding.
Bill Giauque, Bill Sawaya, and several
other faculty members have been
working with Ron Malouf, president
of Malouf Industries in Dallas. Since
1980, Bill (our new MBA director) has
been teaching a field consulting class
in the MBA program. In four of the
last five years, a team of students
from the class has worked on projects

within the Malouf Company, which
manufactures ready-to-wear women's
and teens' clothing.
The first year, members of the class
were invited into the company to
look a-t payroll and accounting systems.
After some initial visits, the students
and managers determined that the
company needed a more reliable and
faster information-processing system .
The project extended past the semester's end, with students and faculty
working closely with management to
decide on a computer system. Ron
Malouf estimates savings to the
company of eight thousand dollars,
and the computer system selected by
the student consultants paid for itself
within one year.
The next year, Bill Sawaya supervised
another Malouf project. This time the
task was to analyze product information systems, plant layout, and
materials handling in a number of
the plants and in the company as a
whole. After a factory layout change
subsequently recommended by the
students, productivity rose by
7 percent.
These benefits to the company are
obvious, but what kind of benefits did
the faculty members receive? Bill
Giauque claims that "the richness
and variety added to teaching and
consulting are just incredible." He
says that first-hand familiarity with
the way several companies produce
goods has increased his abilities as a
professor, consultant, and administrator because he has more past
experiences to draw on. His knowledge of teaching through field
consulting has also increased; he has
had two articles published and is
cohosting a conference on field
consulting for students.
Other School of Management faculty
have had significant "real-world"
experiences. Gary Cornia is on a
two-year leave to serve on the Utah
State Tax Commission; Paul Timm
provided communication expertise
in redesigning reporting procedures
at Merrill Lynch Relocation Management; Pat Kelly has served as a
marketing consultant with numerous
national clients ; and Roger Clarke has
provided financial consulting for a
Las Vegas real estate development firm .
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Jay Smith is on leave from our
School of Accountancy to work at the
training facility fo r Arthur Anderson
& Co. in Chicago. Doyle Buckwalter
has wo rked closely with Gale Wilson ,
the city manager of Fairfield,
Califo rnia , to help student interns gain
municipal governm ent experiences.
In each case- and in many o ther
incidents- everyone w ins: the fac ulty
member, the o rganization , and the
BY U student.
Th e fo ll owing lists illustrate a few
of the kinds of services each member
in a partnership could benefit from.
Ways the School of Management
Can Benefit Organizations

D Provide students with quality
educatio n in a wide range o f
management competencies.
D Prepare students to deal with
complex , real-world problems.
D Provide executive educatio n (on a
limited basis) and no ndegree update
training fo r the working p rofessio nal.
D Condu ct research o n critical
management problems.
D Disseminate research findings and
desc riptions o f how to apply these to
co ntempo rary managem ent problems.
D Build netwo rks of managers and
academi cs to share expertise.
Ways Alumni and Friends Can
Benefit the School of Management

D Recruit and enco urage students to
enro ll in BYU programs.
D Assist in place ment o f intern s
and gradu ates.
D Identify executive educatio n needs
of the wo rkplace.
D Collaborate on research o n complex
management problems by helping to
identify and define p roblems, locate
research sites, provide ideas o n how
to ga ther data, interpret results, and
give feedback on draft reports.
D Provide fin ancial suppo rt to the
School of Management .
My major charge as dea n is to build
many more individual partnerships. By
do ing so, the larger partnership of the
Schoo l o f Management and its friends
and alumni w ill be strength ened .
The Ideal Partnership

Now we w ill describe the
characteristics of the ideal large r part-
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nership, as we perceive it. First, it w ill
be national. The partnership is not
just for Utah or for the Rocky Mountain
region; it is a national organization
involving BYU alumni and friends,
w hereve r they have loca ted .
This ,is an important po int . Seve ral
years ago MBA Magazine conducted
a survey of School of Management
deans and asked them to rank the
top schools in the country. The article
that repo rted the survey listed the
to p fo urteen schools as national
schools, while describing the o ther
schools as regio nal schoo ls. BYU was
listed as one of th e top regio nal
schools, but it was no t included in
the list of natio nal schools. I believe
that we sho uld set o ur sights o n
becoming a nationally recognized
school in the next fi ve years.
We already have a good start o n
this tas k. Many of o ur faculty are
natio nall y recognized fo r their
activiti es in p rofessional societies,
articles in natio nal journals, and
consulting w ith nati o nal and
multinatio nal organizatio ns. O ur
stu dents come to BYU fro m througho ut
the natio n and the wo rl d; most stu dents take their first jo bs outside of
the Mo untain West. Many employers
such as Exxon , IB M, Bain and Big Eight
accounting firm s have beco me awa re
of the high quality of o ur students.
A strong national partnership with
o ur fri ends and alumni , however, w ill
help us move even mo re quickly
toward that goal of being generally
recogni zed as a natio nal school.
The second characteristic o f o ur
partnership is that it will be lo ngte rm . Th e partnership is no t just
edu catio n on campus fo r two o r fo ur
years, but is an involvem ent in
executi ve educatio n over a lifetime.
Third , the partnership w ill have an
applicati ons orientation . The study
of real, current problems in
management is the common ground
between the two partners. The
partners w ill be equally committed
to focusing o n the comp lex
pro bl e m s \fac in g m a n age rs
in o ur rap idly changing, info rmationbased society.
Fourth , the partnership w ill make a
contributio n to knowledge. The partnership shoul d be able to gauge its

success th rough tangible contributio ns.
These outco mes would include
cases, articles, an d boo ks fo r bo th
academics and managers. We need to
be ab le to put o ur results in w riting
fo r th e wider use of society.
These goals o f a natio nal, lo ng-term ,
applied , and contributing partnership are all based upo n the idea of
maximum benefit fo r bo th parties
involved in the partnership.
Despite the apparent simplicity of
the partnerships desc ribed here, they
w ill no t be easy o nes to build . There
are several pitfa lls w hich we must
make a significant effort to avoid . A
brief explanation of these pitfalls
may be useful.
The partnership should be very
aware of its need to avoid unethical
sc hemes o r "shad y deals." BYU will
no t be involved in schemes w hich
are questionable; neither will it be
involved in endorsing or selling
produ cts of any ki nd . To risk being

build this network.
Communication
The School of Management needs
to inform managers of the expertise
and iQterests of its faculty. Business
leaders who work closely with us
know that the faculty has changed
significantly in the last ten years. We
have many faculty members who are
nationally and internationally recognized leaders in their fields. In the
next few years, we will be making
greater efforts to communicate
faculty members ' interests and areas
of expertise to our friends and
alumni. Faculty members will be
encouraged to send copies of working
papers, articles, and books to the
dean's office for distribution to our
partnership friends.
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associated with scams or dishonest
ac ts would weaken the trust necessary
between two groups of partners.
Another pitfall inherent in encouraging closer working relationships
between faculty and the business
community is the possible "capturing"
of faculty members. Too much
consulting, management training, and
o ther outside activities will detract
from our primary academic responsibilities of teaching and research.
Other pitfalls will undoubtedly be
discovered as we develop a stronger
partnership over the next few years.
We need to react wisely by continually
asking ourselves whether or not given
activities contribute to or detract
from the strength of the partnership.
Expanding Our Partnership
Program

With our ideal partnership in mind
and our awareness of some potential
pitfalls, we can turn to a description

of the steps we now need to take.
Maintain and Recruit HighQuality Faculty
If the School of Management expects
to work closely with leaders in the
management community, we must
realistically understand that
management wants to interrelate with
faculty who are working on the
"leading edge." Although the leading
edge is never easily defined , we can
be sure that it is not concerned with
out-of-date or trivial issues.
Build the Network
We need to identify alumni and
friends who are leaders in the management community. We need to know
key people by industries (real estate,
health care, financial services, etc.)
and by function (accounting, marketing, economics, human resources ,
etc.). Obviously, we will need help
from both sides of the partnership to

Increase Faculty Visibility
We also need to get the faculty out
into the business community to share
their interests and activities. We
become more useful to the "real
world" of business if we continually
try to understand problems that
managers face. We need to move
outside of the university environment
to see what the real problems are.
This will require planning, invitations,
and some financial support. We also
need more publications by facultyand , sometimes, articles about
faculty-in leading business and
business education journals (including,
of course, Exchange).
Sustain Effective Information
Gathering
One of the greatest obstacles we
are currently facing in establishing a
stronger partnership is a lack of
information about our potential
partners and what they do. To help
remedy that problem , we have enclosed a card with this issue w hich
we hope you will take time to fill ou t
and return . The reason for the card is
to provide us with a better understanding of the experience and
expertise of those of you who share
our vision of a strong partnership
program.
Please take a moment to complete
and mail the card. And keep in touch.
We look forward to building a
partnership with you . ::
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A Management Society
Spotlight: The
Dallas/Fort Worth
Regional Chapter
When you hear the word
Dallas, w hat comes to

your mind? Tall glass
buildings, the Dallas
Cowboys, or a popular
television show perhaps?
When we at the School o f
Management think of
Dallas, we're usually referring to the Dallas/Ft. Wo rth
Regio nal Chapter of the
BYU Management Society
- o ne of the most wello rganized and productive
chapters in the natio n.
In December of 1981,
five Dallas area executives
- Ro n Malouf, Frank
Martino, Carwin Peterson ,
Kelly Dame, and Julie
Malouf - launched the
Dallas area group of BYU
supporters.
By coming together as
professio nal people who
believe in high standards of
business conduct and in
the free-enterprise system,
they are:
D improving their manage24

R
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ment and professional
skills;
D helping place School o f
Management graduates in
the Dallas/Ft. Worth area;
D develo ping social interaction am ong professio nal
and management people
within the metroplex; and
D making available to the
BYU School of Management individuals with
skills and talents who will
be of service to chapter
members and BYU, as well
as to its alumni and friends
throughout the world.
The two-and-one-half
years of chapter activity in
the Dallas/Ft. Worth area
have been full ones for the
members. To ensure quality and diversity, the board
has provided guest
speakers for luncheo ns and
dinners and conducted
educational seminars,
receptions, and socials. A
recent fireside featured U.S.
Senator Paula Hawkins
(Flo rida) and Congressmen
Ron Packard (California)
and Steve Bartlett (Texas).
Scheduled events inelude luncheons with top
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corporate executives ineluding Mark Willes, vice
president and chief financia! officer at General Mills;
educatio n seminars; a
piano concert given by
Wladimir Jan Kochanski ;
and a visit from Dean Paul
Tho mpson .
One of the greatest
strengths of the Dallas/Ft.
Wo rth Chapter is its financia! auto nomy. The
nominal yearly dues enable
the chapter to provide a
wide range of events
w hich can meet the varied
interests of the members.
Besides providing speakers
and activities, membership
mo ney is used to develop a
close communicatio n network with members.
Membership directo ries are
published several times a
year, along w ith newsletters and various o ther
mailings.
The chapter is very
proud of the w ide range of
professio ns represented
within its ranks. Interesting
to note, though, is that approximately 50 percent of
its membership have

graduated from universities
other than BYU. Membership is now at 150 duespaying members with a
reachable goal of 300.
Carwin "Pete" Peterson ,
chairman elect of the
chapter, comments that he
has supported the chapter
because of the close
association he has had
with people w ho share his
own business ethics. "It is
refreshing," says Peterson,
"to have such dedicated
leaders in this area who
really desire to see this
chapter grow and develo p.
Our programs have been of
the highest quality, and I
believe that more and
mo re people will join and
share their talents with the
chapter as they see that the
BYU Management Society
is a permanent part of our
community."
The Dallas/Ft. Worth
Chapter of the Management Society is one of 21
established groups located
throughout the United
States, many of which are
involved in similar activities and programs. ::
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Harold F. Silver
Harold F. Silver, noted
inventor and industrialist,
died at his home in Denver
on Sept. 13 , 1984, at the
ageof83.
Mr. Silver, president of
the Silver Corporation in
Denver, was a major donor
to the school as well as to
the university. He recently
endowed the Harold F.
Silver Chair of Finance and
Management in BYU's
School of Management. He
also established the Madelyn
Stewart Silver and Ruth
Smith Silver Fund for student scholarships at BYU.
Mr. Silver will be greatly
missed.
Student Hurdles
Obstacles to Earn
Master's Degree and
Presidential Internship
Pat Johanson, deaf since
the age of six, is one of
five BYU public administration students to receive a
prestigious Presidential
Management Internship.
Pat, 24 , received her
master 's degree in public
administration in August
before heading for
Washington, D.C. , to begin
the federally sponsored internship.
Presently she is working
for the Office of Personnel
Management of the federal
government and says
things are going very well.
As a public administrator, Pat said she wants to
encourage the government
to abide by la,ws guaranteeing equal rights and , in
some cases, special accommodations for the hearing
impaired.
In preparation for this
work, Pat has conducted
workshops for local police
departments on com-
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municating with the hearing impaired. To stress the
importance of this skill,
she showed a videotape
dramatizing several police
encounters with deaf
peo ple.
These workshops have
been expanded to include
firemen , ambulance personnel, court officials, and
lawyers. Plans are in process to instruct physicians
and nurses with different
videotapes.
School of Management
Administrative
Reorganization
The School of Management dean's office has seen
several administrative
changes this year. Serving
as the new dean is Dr. Paul
H. Thompson, formerly a
professor of organizational
behavior. He replaces Dr.
William G. Dyer, who is
returning to full-time
teaching and research .
Dr. Lee Radebaugh ,
associate professor of accountancy, and Dr. Gary
McKinnon, associate professor of business management, are now associate
deans in the School of
Management. Radebaugh is
responsible for the
graduate programs, while
Mckinnon is in charge of
undergraduate education.
Other departments
throughout the School of
Management have also
undergone leadership
changes.
The new director of the
Institute of Public Management and Health Administration is Dr. N. Dale
Wright, professor of public
management.
Dr. William C. Giauque,
associate professor of
business management ,
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now acts as director of the
Master of Business Administration program.
Working with Dr. Giauque
as associate director for the
MBA program is Dr. Kate L.
Kirkham , previously an
associate professor of
organizational behavior.
Dr. Robert G. Crawford,
associate professor of
managerial economics, has
been appointed chairman
of the Managerial
Economics Department.
Formerly a professor of
accounting and taxation,
Dr. G. Fred Streuling now
serves as director of the
School of Accountancy.
The school also employs
two associate directors Dr. Dale H. Taylor, who has
served in that capacity for
several years, and Dr. E.
Dee Hubbard, who has
been a professor of accounting.
E. Doyle Robison , BYU 's
first director of the Skaggs
Institute of Retail Management, has returned to that
position after three years
of professional development leave. During his
leave, Robison was executive vice president and
general manager of
Celebrity, Inc. , in New
York City.
New Scholarships
Available to SOM
Students
The School of Management has been fortunate to
receive donations from
generous people who
understand the importance
of an education in the area
of management. Added to
our present scholarship
funds are the following :
The Denver Chapter of
the Brigham Young University Management Society is

establishing an annual
scholarship for business
and management students.
The scholarship will be
given beginning the fall
semester of 1985 to an
outstanding management
major from Colorado.
The school has also
received an endowed
scholarship from
Woodgrain Molding, Inc.
This scholarship will be
called the Merrill R. Dame
and Edythe Lasson Dame
Scholarship.
Lucille Covey Richards
increased the Stephan
Mack Covey MBA Scholarship Endowment recently
with a substantial gift.
The Lavorn G. and
Beatrice M. Sparks Scholarship Endowment has been
formalized, and a scholarship will be available for
students in the School of
Management in the fall
of 1985.
Faculty Notes
Doyle Buckwalter, Institute of Public Management, worked with the
Federal Emergency
Management Agency to
help develop emergency
management curricula for
universities across the
country. Buckwalter
presented research on
management strategies
associated with the 1983-4
mudslide and flooding
disasters in Utah.
Robert]. Parsons, former
School of Management
associate dean, served as a
fellow at the Pacific Coast
Banking School in Seattle.
Parsons participated in
educational sessions with
banking executives to
coordinate universityprofessional cooperation
and career development . ::
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For, God having, by an inseparable
connexion, joined virtue and public
happiness together, and made the
practice thereof necessary to the
preservation of society, and visibly
beneficial to all with whom the

"It has always seemed strange to me,"
said Doc. "The things we admire in
men , kindness and generosity,
openness, honesty, understanding and
feeling are the concommitants of
failure in our system. And those traits
we detest , sharpness, greed,
acquisitiveness, meanness, egotism
and self-interest are the traits of
success. And while men admire the
quality of the first they love the
produce of the second." 2

virtuous man has to do ; it is no
wonder that everyone should no t o nl y
allow, but recommend and magnify
those rules to others, from whose
o bservance of them he is sure to reap
advantage to himself.1

Introduction

The most serious problem
confronting American business is the
pervasive low regard in which it is
held, as so many recent polls
demonstrate. In our universities,
schools of business administration
are dismissed as "trade schools," and
"business scholarship" is taken as a
contradiction in terms. Students
majoring in business tend to be
apologetic about their choice of a
career; they are confident they will
earn lots of money, but they seldom
view business as an ennobling
profession, such as medicine, law, or
teaching. Finally, in fiction , drama ,
films, and television we consistently
scorn the qualities of character we
assume are both required and
produced by business. One of
Steinbeck's protagonists caught this
assumption quite well:

It is not healthy for any society to
have its economic system considered
as corrupting of good character. In
the United States, we seem to believe
that egoistic, hedonic, and "survival
of the fittest " attitudes are essentialeven natural-to capitalism. But is
that opinion correct?
To find the answer, I turned to the
philosophy of capitalism , and was
extremely surprised at what I found.
While modern images of capitalism
focus attention upon its materialistic
and power-seeking characteristics, in
the original conception there was a
necessary moral philosophy that had
to govern all economic relations in a
true capitalist system .
Furthermore, it sho uld be
emphasized that capitalism (correctly
understood) and democracy, as
conceived by the Founding Fathers,
are both rooted in the same moral
imperative: that the justification and
success of each system is dependent
upon the individual virtue of all
members of the society. In other
words, the real strength, indeed the
purpose, of our society was to be
found in the pervasiveness of virtue
in the rank and file, much more than
in the leaders.
The seminal philosopher of
capitalism is, of course, Adam Smith
(1723-1790), a professor of moral

philosophy at the University of
Glasgow, and later a commissioner of
customs in Edinburgh. The
foundations of capitalism are
assumed to have been stated in his
book The Wealth of Nations (1776),
but this is a misperception. Smith
wrote an earlier book, The Theory of
Moral Sentiments (1759), wherein he
laid out the necessary moral
philosophy by which his later
economic work was to be
understood. In other words, by
paying attention only to The Wealth
of Nations, we miss the most
essential element of the free
enterprise system he proposed: in
order to junction properly, all
economic relations had to be based
upon intentional individual virtue. 3
Let us take this a step further.
While Adam Smith did not complete
his philosophic system, he believed
that his work would be interpreted
within its intellectual context 4 and
then extended along the lines of its
own moral logic.
Perversely, the tendency has been
to misinterpret Adam Smith as a
Utilitarian , through the philosophy
of Jeremy Bentham and the
Philosophic Radicals--a position he
had emphatically rejected . As a
result , the contemporary theory of
capitalism has a decidedly utilitarian
orientation, ironically based upon
the egoism and hedonism Smith had
gone to such lengths to reject. As
such , contemporary capitalism has
made a fatal deviation from the
original intention.
This has led to a gross
misinterpretaion of Adam Smith's
o riginal intention. That distortion is
effectively summarized in the
loathsome phrase "Well, business is
business," which expresses the

Today
''business scholarship''
is taken as a contradiction
in terms.
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assumption that people may use just
about any tactics, fair or foul , to gain
economic advantage over others, and
that this is all justified in the name of
a profitable "bottom line." Nothing
could be further from the intention
of Adam Smith, or, for that matter,
from that of the Founders. It is this
disparity between the Smithian ideal
of capitalism, and the "calculus of
self-interest" theories of
contemporary capitalism that is at
the root of the public disaffection
with business. That confidence will
not be restored until we restructure
both the theory and practice of
capitalism to be congruent with the
intent of both the Founders and
Adam Smith .
The Enterprise System Required
by a Free People

Adam Smith's economic philosophy
is quite complex, but there are five
areas we must consider if we are to
reorient the conduct of
contemporary capitalism . It was his
intention to describe that form of
economic enterprise necessary for a
free people, one which would
conform to the innate moral needs
of all individuals. Furthermore,
because all individuals are free by
nature, a successful economic system
must reflect and enhance that
condition of freedom .
Truth vs. Relativism
The most pervasive and
destructive attitude of most
American business theorists and
practitioners is a refusal to consider
the truth about the moral nature of
the individual. Instead, these experts
describe the various theories of
human nature as if they were
offerings in some ethical cafeteria,

and we were free to choose any
conception that fits the needs of the
immediate situation. In accepting
this description of people, however,
we have already chosen a theory of
human nature--that all individuals
are ethically malleable and can
be shaped to meet the needs of
the organization.s
Yet both Adam Smith and the
Founders believed that there was a
basic truth about the moral nature of
the individual, and their systems
were predicated on that truth. For
them, all individuals were born with
an innate need for the true happiness
that could only come from a life of
virtue. Furthermore, the Founders
embodied that assumption in the
enabling documents of this nation.
That means that our political, legal,
and social systems are predicated
upon the truth of the proposition
that people, by nature, desire
honorable lives. We acknowledge
that dependence in our oaths of
office, our demands for rights, and
our legal precedents.
The Founders believed that the
economic system must also be
rooted in human virtue, and thus
their thinking was compatible with
that of Adam Smith and his Scottish
colleagues. Democracy and
capitalism were to be mutually
reinforcing systems. Thus, if we are
to be loyal to the intent of the
Founders, we must intentionally
make the ethical assumptions
underlying our economic system
congruent with those underlying the
political system.
Brotherhood and Sisterhood
Central to an understanding of the
economic philosophy of Adam Smith
is the absolute importance of the

concept of "sympathy." He begins his
first book with the bold assertion
that all individuals desire the
happiness of others:
How .selfish soever man may be
supposed, there are evidently some
principles in his nature, which interest
him in the fortune of others, and render
their happiness necessary to him ,
though he derives nothing from it,
except the pleasure of seeing it.6

This innate desire for the
happiness of others is rooted in the
natural need of each individual to
sympathize (or empathize) with all
others. This is the central theme of
Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments.
Thus, all human relationships must
be based upon a mutual sympathy of
one for another, or else society will
degenerate to a Hobbesean war of
"all against all." It is the primary
moral obligation of each individual
to consciously develop a feeling of
love for all other individuals. Put in
the language of the eighteenth
century, each individual has the
moral obligation to develop a sense
of "brotherhood" and "sisterhood"
with all other individuals-using
those terms in their secular sense.
As a final note, while we
sympathize with both the sorrow
and the joy of others, in fact we
appreciate their joy more than their
sorrow. Sympathy, in Smith's terms,
was a very positive emotion.
Smith makes the obvious
observation that we sympathize most
adequately with those closest to us,
and that the prized love of mankind
is, indeed, a form of moral
supererogation. In other words, to
be truly sympathetic is not an easy
task , but it is essential. Implicit in
Smith's moral philosophy is the

Contemporary capitalism
has made a fatal deviation
from the original
intention.
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assumption that by nature we are
designed to accept others as brothers
or sisters, and to desire to be
considered in the same manner by
them. We not only need to love
those others, but to be loved by
them-put in another way, the
highest relationship is to be loved by
those whom we love.
Therefore, all human relationships
- very much including economic
relationships-must be guided by the
same sense of brotherhood and
sisterhood. This means, then, that we
can never take advantage of another
to advance our economic interests.
Smith is adamant on this matter,
referring to it as ". .. one of those
sacred rules, upon which the
tolerable observation of which
depends the whole security and
peace of human society." He goes on
to write:
One individual must never prefer
himself so much even to any o ther
individual as to hurt or injure that other
in order to benefit himself, though the
benefit to the one should be much
greater than the hurt or injury to the
other ... [F]or one man to deprive
another unjustly of any thing, o r
unjustly to promote his own advantage
to the loss or disadvantage of ano ther, is
more contrary to nature than death,
than poverty, than pain, than all the
misfortunes which can affect him,
either in his body, or in his external
circumstances. 7

Therefore, one of the seamiest,
most destructive and unpatriotic
aspects of the conventional wisdom
about contemporary capitalism is
that people are justified in taking
advantage of others in order to
increase profits to themselves. That
belief is anathema to the correct
theory of capitalism, whether it leads

to the impossible glorification of a
product, the deliberate concealing of
necessary information, or downright
cheating. The justificatory phrase of
"business is business" should be
indicted for what it is: a
contradiction of the most
fundamental premise of capitalism,
the sense of sympathy.
The Innate Need for Virtue
Adam Smith's view of the infinite
moral worth of the individual
permeates his work and is reflected
most clearly in his belief in the
innate and imperative need of each
individual for a life of virtue. The
qualities of virtue-honor, justness,
courage, magnanimity, benevolence,
and such-are the necessary
conditions for true happiness.
This is well illustrated by Smith's
distinction between "praise" and
"praiseworthiness." Obviously, all
people seek praise and go to
extreme-sometimes fraudulent-means to obtain it. But of more
interest is the fact that true happiness
comes not from the praise, but from
the awareness of one's
praiseworthiness. He argues that
praise is warranted only by virtue
made manifest in both intention and
action. Thus, true praise
acknowledges the moral worth of
the individual in the esteem of loved
others. But the happiness to the
recipient comes only from the
knowledge that the praise is both
earned and deserved--that one is
praiseworthy. This being the case,
then anything that denies or inhibits
the possibilities of praiseworthiness
(found only in the life of virtue)
denies the natural rights of the
individual. The implications for the
economic system are extraordinary,

for it means that every economic
relationship must be intentionally
conducted with virtue.
Futhermore, virtue must be
progressive-it cannot be fully
realized by simply doing what we
have to do. For instance, if a person
collapses with a heart attack and we
go to his aid, there is only minimal
virtue on our part-for that is what
we are obligated (through sympathy)
to do. Virtue can only be fully
realized in carrying the ordinary
obligations further than is required,
and seeking excellence in them.
Thus, to be kind to one's neighbor is
but an obligation, while the attempt
to love humankind is a manifestation
of true virtue.
Thus, Adam Smith argues for the
necessity of moral progress. This
means that virtue-and the conditions of virtue- must constantly
improve, or happiness will stagnate
and disappear. Those who
misinterpret Adam Smith believe that
his was a moral philosophy "fit only
for shopkeepers," but they fail to
understand his conception of a
higher virtue realized through
moral progress.
The great enemy of the life of
virtue was not so much sin as it was
sloth: the tendency toward inertia in
all humans. True virtue requires
enormous and continuous effort in
many areas. The main reason we lose
the ideal social, economic, and
political arrangements is that we
wish to rest on our oars, after the
great effort of achieving the ideal. It
is sloth that defeats us. The life of
virtue allows for no rest.
Intentional Virtue
For the most part, contemporary
theories of capitalism ignore the

VVe can never
take advantage of another
to advance our economic
interests.
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matter of morality in the processes of
production and consumption. They
fall back upon a notion that an
unfettered economic system based
upon insatiable human greed will
result in an overall public good"private vices, public interest." The
arbiter is to be the "market," guided
by an "invisible hand." But this
represents a most flagrant
misinterpretation of the Smithian
"invisible hand." The concept is
most clearly developed in The
Theory of Moral Sentiments, and the
adequate operation of the invisible
hand is dependent upon the
intentional grounding of all
economic relationships in virtue.
When that happens, one can then
trust that the randomness of the
market in the selection of goods and
services will be just and equitable.
Adam Smith uses, throughout his
work, a dual standard: the ideal
society and the minimal society. He
wrote:
It is thus that man, who can subsist
only in society, was fitted by nature to
that situation for which he was made.
All members of human society stand in
need of each other's assistance, and are
likewise exposed to mutual injuries.
Where the necessary assistance is
reciprocally afforded from love, from
gratitude, from friendship, and esteem,
the society flourishes and is happy. All
the different members of it are bound
together by the agreeable bands of love
and affection, and are, as it were, drawn
to one common centre of mutual good
offices. 8

This was the ideal society and,
contradicting those who condemn
Smith for a want of idealism, he
believed such a society was not only
obtainable, but that there were
historic precedents.

However, he followed his
description of the ideal with a
description of the minimal society:
But though the necessary assistance
should not be afforded from such
generous and disinterested motives,
though among the different members of
the society there should be no mutual
love and affection, the society, though
less happy and agreeable, will not
necessarily be dissolved. Society may
subsist among different men, as among
different merchants, from a sense of
utility, without any mutual love or
affection; and though no man in it
should owe any obligation, or be
bound in gratitude to any other, it may
still be upheld by a mercenary
exchange of good offices according to
an agreed valuation.9

Interestingly, this is the society we
have chosen to live in, a minimal
society run by utilitarian rules. We
have done this because we have
largely abandoned the primacy of
virtue in human affairs. This situation
would have been soundly
denounced by Adam Smith.
The major reason we have
abandoned the ideal in favor of the
minimal, I believe, is due to the
absence of courage. Virtue does not
come easily nor for free. It requires
moral risk-taking, a willingness to
base all actions upon one's own
sense of virtue, and, even more
difficult, upon a belief in the virtue
of others. In this sense, we come to
the real meaning of the term
"entrepreneur." It does not refer only
to those individuals who are willing
to risk money. Rather, it refers to
those who take considerable risks
based upon their willingness to trust
others. Thus, it becomes "moral
entrepreneurism," and it is the heart
and soul of capitalism .

Virtue
requ1res
moral
risk-taking.

This brings us to the crux of the
contemporary misinterpretation of
capitalism. Once, the notion of
intentionally conducting every
economic exchange upon principles
of virtue was taken for granted. If
one was virtuous, then one could
produce and sell in the market
without trying to prejudge what is
best for people. One could estimate
the market, submit a product to the
test of the market, and-if it was
accepted-could expect a decent
profit for one's honorable endeavors.
When put in this context, Adam
Smith's well-known and seemingly
cynical observation about why the
butcher sells you meat does not
seem so cynical after all. An
honorable butcher will sell his meat
to people because it is his business,
and he wants to make a decent
profit . That is a completely
admirable intention, provided that it
is preceded by imposition of virtue
into all of his butchering behaviors.
In such a conception, then, the
market emerges as the greatest arena
for the resolution of problems that
the world could imagine. Its
participants were to be virtuous
people, committed to excellence,
who then offered imaginative goods
and services to others in a great
plurality. It was then that the
"invisible hand" would operate as it
was intended.
The Job as Medium
Because of the importance of the
economic system in any society, it is
often overlooked that Adam Smith
also viewed "working " in moral
terms. He believed the job should be
a medium, wherein an individual
could express himself or herself. On
the one hand, the substance of the
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jo b lent itself to creative exp ressio n .
On the o ther hand, it was also a
social milieu wherein virtue could be
practiced , developed , and
experienced . Thus, all econo mic
relatio ns had mo re purposes than the
·
simple exchange of goods and
services.
To illustrate, it is commonplace to
o bserve that each economic
transaction is also an educatio n in
economics; individuals learn how to
be p roficient buyers and sellers. For
this reason , classical econo mic
theory assumes that each adult wo uld
be knowledgeable abo ut economics.
But, fo r Adam Smith much more was
involved. Each econo mic transactio n
was also to be an exercise in virtue.
The assump tio n was that when the
econo mic exchange was conducted
with intentional virtue, the exchange
itself would be bo th an educatio n in,
and an experience of, virtue. This is
best caught in the splendid phrase,
"my handshake is my bond ."
Furthermo re, since the attainment of
virtue required no special talents, it
was a condition that could be
achieved by all. It was in the virtuo us
action that true equality was to be
experienced . Thus, for Adam Smith,
ho no r was to be fo und in endeavor
and no t in positio n .
To summarize, Smith viewed the
processes of economic exchange, of
production and consumption , no t
merely as necessary actions to insure
the continuance of life. Correctly
understood , they were the means to
human happiness, fo r nations as well
as for individuals. He laments that,
by focusing too narrowly upo n
economic exchange,
.. . natio ns have been taught that their
interest co nsisted in beggaring all their
neighbours. Each nation has been made

to look w ith an invidious eye upon the
p rosperity o f all nations with w hich it
trades, and to consider their gain as its
own loss. Com merce, which ought
naturally to be, among nations, as
among individuals, a bond of union
and friendship, has becom e the most
f ertile sou rce of discord and
a nimosity.10

Thus it was that the econo mic
system was to be the majo r arena for
the attainment and experience of
virtue, which was the primary
con ditio n of human happiness.
Conclusion

Adam Smith constructed a
philosophy of free enterprise based
upon a moral p hilosophy of
extraordinary merit- an eco nomic
system centered upon loveliness,
gentleness, and an enno bling vision
of human nature:
It is no t the love o f o ur neighbo ur, it is
no t the love of mankind , which upon
many occasions prompts us to the
practice o f those divine virtues. It is a
stro nger love, a mo re powerful
affection , which generally takes place
upo n such occasio ns: the love o f what
is honourable and noble, of the
grandeur, and dignity, and superiority
of o ur own characters.' '

More than that, Smith believed
that the ideal could be realized in
everyday lives of ordinary people.
But in contemporary America, such
claims are sco rnfully disparaged by
the "to ugh-minded " practitioners of
an eco nomic "realpolitik." It can
never happen in the "real" world ,
they shout. It is a "dog-eat-dog"
world, they proclaim. But they are
w rong. They are no t only wrong,
they are also the great enemies of the
American dream .
This nation was founded upon an

Honor was
to be found 1n
endeavor and not
in position.

ideal, and its very institutions are
predicated upo n that ideal realized.
The sickness of contempo rary
America begins with the surrender of
the ideal and the stupid assumptio n
that idealism has no place in
democracy o r econo mics. We must
turn again to the mo ral philosophy
of o ur fo unding, to discover in it the
necessary conditions of human
happiness. We must be adaman t in
our demands that the ideal be
realized in our everyday lives. If we
do, then capitalism and democracy
w ill become what they were
intended to be-the best hope fo r all
to achieve the good life of virtue. ::
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Dr. Cannon serves the BYU School
of Management as chairman of the
National Advisory Council.

William M. Timmins is
a professor of personnel
administration and labor/
management relations
in the Institute of Public
Management and Health
Administration at BYU. He earned
his B.S. and Ph.D. from the University
of Utah and an M.A . from Harvard
University.
Dr. Timmins is a prolific writer
with scores of articles published in
various professional journals and
magazines. He serves as a consultant
to numerous organizations, most
often in labor relations and personnel matters.

John Snyder, a former
Idaho newspaper
reporter, is currently
working as a photographer and graphic
designer for BYU
Graphics. He has a bachelor's degree
in history from the University ofldaho
and has done graduate work in communications at BYU.

•

David K. (Kirk) Hart is a
professor in the Institute
of Public Management
and Health Administration. Prior to joining
the BYU faculty, Hart
was a professor at Washington University 's Department of Business,
Government, and Society.
Dr. Hart has received numerous
teaching awards and honors. His
research has been published in scores
of journals and conference proceedings. As a consultant to corporations
and government entities, Dr. Hart
advises on matters of organizational
behavior, campaign management ,
governmental relations, and economic policy.
Dr. Hart is a co-author or editor of
four books.

